Heterogeneity of rocks has a great influence on macroscopic mechanical behaviors. So in rock mechanics research, the heterogeneity should be described properly. This paper presents Weibull distribution, which can describe the microstructure parameters heterogeneity, and sums up heterogeneous parameter's influences on the failure process, macro-strength and rock burst. Then random parameters assignment method of rock mineral cell unit is presented, and the influences of heterogeneity on macroscopic mechanical behaviors are showed. Combing digital image processing with numerical simulation software, the new method of building actual microstructures model of rocks is presented.
Introduction
Rocks are heterogeneous materials, consisting of mineral particles of various sizes, shapes and properties, and adhering together by cementing materials [1-2]. Its heterogeneous micro-characteristics affect both the physically and mechanically macroscopic properties of rocks [3] [4] [5] . Thus studying the effect of rock heterogeneity on mechanically macroscopic behaviors contributes to the further research of rock burst tendency, failure laws, and other hot issues. It has great academic value and engineering significance [6] [7] .This paper summarizes the present commonly used rock heterogeneous representation methods, such as Weibull distribution, random parameters assignment method of rock mineral cell unit and rock microscopic structure representation method based on digital image processing, etc. Research results about different heterogeneous influences on rock failure patterns, macroscopic strength characteristics, etc. are also summarized.
Heterogeneity of micro-parameters 2.1. Weibull distribution
Weibull distribution is a widely used method for micro-parameters setting at present stage of heterogeneity research [8] [9] [10] , and its probability density function f(x) is shown in Equation (1). (   (1) where x0 is expectation value, and m is heterogeneous parameter. The probability density function curves of different values of m are shown in Fig. 1 . These curves show that the greater heterogeneous parameter m is, the lesser discrete of micro-parameters and the more uniform of whole properties. 2.2. Impact of heterogeneity on failure modes Rock heterogeneity is one of essential factors that cause the morphological diversity of rock damages. Tang [11] [12] , Liang [13] [14] , Wang [15], etc. researched the failure process of heterogeneous rocks systematacially by Weibull distribution. When rock heterogeneous parameter m is low, unit content of low-intensity microstructure is more, rock deformation of linear features is weak, while nonlinear characteristics are strong; under lower external load, structural unit of rocks starts to break, acoustic emission events occur early and continuously, failed elements before the main damage occur are in large numbers, and the distribution is scattered, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . When heterogeneous parameter m is high, micro-structural unit's strength is higher and its distribution is uniform, linear features of rock deformation are enhanced; when external load is high, structural units begin to destroy, and because of little differences between the intensity of units, structural destruction will have a chain reaction that rocks become break in a very short period, damage is focused in one region, and the number of damage zones is small, as shown in Fig. 2 
Impact of heterogeneity on burst
tendency Feng studied the relationship between rock burst tendency indicator E/λ and heterogeneous parameter m, and found that they had a negative exponential relationship [17] . Elasticity modulus and compressive strength are two parameters commonly used in rock mechanics, when considering non-uniformity of one parameter, its effect on burst tendency is different [16] . With the increase of elasticity modulus or bonding strength, rock burst energy index is increasing rapidly; bonding strength has larger effect on rock burst tendency than elasticity modulus.
Heterogeneity of spatial anisotropy
From the view of mechanics, rock heterogeneity is not only reflected in microscopic parameters of the non-uniform, but also showed in spatial variability of mechanical parameters, this variation is random and a structural duality.
Random parameters assignment
method of rock mineral cell unit According to the random of types and structures of rocks' composition, Luo put forward a new parameter assignment method to describe the heterogeneity of rocks-random parameter assignment method of rock mineral cell unit [18] [19] . The assignment process includes: mesh generation, definition of mineral cell element categories, judge of cell element categories and parameters assignment of rock mineral cell unit. A three minerals model obtained by random parameters assignment method of rock mineral cell unit is shown in Fig. 4 . 3.2. The influence of heterogeneous parameters on macro mechanical behaviors Heterogeneity of rocks was defined by the parameter variation coefficient by Luo [19] , the formula is:
where σ(Ei) and E(Ei) are standard deviation and expectations of mineral cell element elasticity modulus Ei.
Analyzing and comparing the effect of heterogeneity based on the new method of heterogeneity expression on macroscopic mechanical behavior under the two new methods, and discovering that:
(1) In the Weibull distribution ， the compressive strength of rocks is nonlinear with the shape parameter m，but shows a simple linear relationship with the heterogeneity degree CV (variation coefficient), which means CV is more simple and convenient than m in describing the macroscopic mechanical properties of rocks affected by heterogeneous parameters.
(2) With the increase of heterogeneous parameters, the compressive strength of rocks decreases; for the two kinds of heterogeneous assignment method, macro mechanical properties of rocks affected by the laws of heterogeneous parameters are consistent, as shown in Fig. 5 . 4. Microscopic structure representation of rocks based on digital image processing Rock heterogeneous models, which are created by Weibull distribution and random parameters assignment method, have a big difference with the real microscopic structure of rocks. Advanced digital image processing technology is introduced into rock mechanics research in order to establish models that can reflect the real microscopic structure of rocks.
The digital image processing technology is a method, which can obtain real microscopic structures of rock surface effectively, and its basic theory is based on the different colors or brightness of mineral grains on the rock surface, dividing and recombining images [20] . The key of rock digital image processing is dividing and recombining different mineral grains, and the common method is histogram threshold method. In digital images, colors of same mineral grains are similar, while colors of different mineral grains have obvious differences. In the histogram, similarities and differences are showed as peak and valley of curves. A gray level histogram is shown in Fig. 6(a) , and its actual image was Fig. 6(b) .In the histogram, gray value between 0 and t1 is mica, between t1 and t2 is quartz, and greater than t2 is feldspar. The representation image after image processing is shown in Fig. 6(c) , which is consistent with the microscopic structure distribution of Fig. 6(b 
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